1. General

This rule organizes the cups, given in the occasion of the World Championship, under the responsibility of the Comité International du Vaurien.

2. Listing of Cups

The cups after rule 1 are listed as follows:

a) CUP CIV
b) Cup Mieke Pannevis
c) Europa-Cup
d) Masters Cup.

3. Awarding system

a) Cup CIV
The Nations Cup will be given after the final result of the World Championship. Only National Vaurien Class Associations (NVCA) with a minimum of two boats, sailing on the World Championship, can take part in this competition. Exceptions on question of a NVCA need the agreement of CIV. The Nations Cup will be given to that nation, which placed their last team in front of all other last teams in the final result of the World Championship.

b) Cup Mieke Pannevis
The Cup Mieke Pannevis will be given to that lady (may be helmsman may be crew), which is on the best place in the final result of the World Championship.

c) Europa Cup
The Europa-Cup will be given to that team, which is the winner of the competition "Europa-Cup" of the previous year. The events eligible for the Europa Cup score are all national championships. In countries where it is sailed a closed national championship another event shall be designated for the Europa Cup. In addition to the national championship each NVCA is allowed to entitle a second event. Venue and date of the national championship and the other events shall be communicated at the CIV winter meeting. In addition to the events chosen by the NVCA as stated above the CIV can entitle additional events. Each boat shall be scored points as follow:

\[
\text{points} = 1000 \times \frac{\text{number of event participants} - \text{place}}{\text{number of event participants}}
\]

if place = number of event participants $\rightarrow$ points $= 1$

Each boat’s series score shall be the total of her four (4) race scores. Event results shall be sent to the CIV secretariat no more than 30 days after the event. The final rank will be sent to the NVCA with the winter meeting invitation.
d) Masters Cup
   The competition, with three place, is reserved to the teams with this requisite:
   - Minimum age of the helmsman: 40 years
   - Junior crew not admitted
   - Minimum total age of the crew: 65 years

4. Prize giving and responsibility
   Cup Mieke Pannevis
   The Cup Mieke Pannevis will be given at the World Championship for one year as a challenge.
   The winner NVCA is responsible for supplying the prize before the beginning of the World Championship to
   the organizing club.
   Cup CIV - Europa Cup - Masters Cup
   The organizing NCVA, with the organizing club supplies the prizes; the CIV pays with refund or with
   compensation on the annual fee.
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